A Night To
Remember
With
Patti Newton
–

Australian TV’s golden girl unveils our incredible
over 55s community coming to Television City
––

One of Australian TV’s most recognised faces, we delighted in having Patti Newton host an
incredible evening at Top Paddock Restaurant in Richmond on Wednesday May 8th where a
special evening was enjoyed by over 90 guests who delighted in hearing about Patti’s stories
of the GVT9 studios on Bendigo Street where famed Australian variety shows were filmed for
almost half a century. Fast forward to today, and her passion for the heritage precinct endures
and we’re so excited to integrate the site of our new over 55s community with TV’s golden era.
Patti took guests on a trip down memory lane, sharing stories of the greats that graced the
halls of GTV9, the very special hub of entertainment that was the stomping ground of Graham
Kennedy, Bert Newton, Hey Hey It’s Saturday and so many more. GVT9 is steeped in colourful
history with mainstream broadcasting starting here in 1956. One year later in 1957 Patti made her
debut in The Tarax Show at the age of 12. Kickstarting her career, she continued on and appeared
in a host of iconic shows from In Melbourne Tonight, Bandstand and The Graham Kennedy Show,
even going on to meet husband Bert at the famed studios.
Over the course of the evening, guests enjoyed cocktails and canapes and learnt more about
the new apartments and facilities coming to the precinct. Patti mingled with guests and proved
entertainment really is in her blood bursting into impromptu song with Lendlease’s Head of
Development, Simon Militano, delighting guests with a duet of Elvis Presly’s ‘Can’t Help Falling In
Love’.

Reporter Allan Raskall who also started his career at
GTV9 covered the event with Channel Nine News,
interviewing Patti about her special tie to the site,
and the new community coming - one that will truly
be like no other.
Few Melburnian’s can say they live where such great
icons graced the halls. A beautiful precinct with
the original federation free style red brick building
fronting Bendigo Street, our new community
proudly imbues a serene sense of place and history.
Designed by Melbourne architects Bates Smart,
the design is a thoughtful response to the existing
heritage building and showcases appropriate
nuances to such a historic past.
We’ve welcome a host of future residents, and as
word spreads, so does the size of our community.
Offering a range of stylish and easy living
apartments with spacious balconies, sweeping
views and private basement parking – all in a secure
environment, why not explore a lifestyle change with
a move to vibrant Richmond.

Do you want to find out more about our over 55s community?
DON’T MISS OUT, WE’RE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE A HIGH DEMAND FOR OUR EXPRESSION
OF INTEREST CAMPAIGN. BE PART OF SOMETHING SPECIAL AND DISCOVER HOW YOU
CAN SECURE YOUR NEW HOME WITH A $500 EXPRESSION OF INTEREST
Make an appointment with our friendly sales team by calling Stewart on 03 8610 4889 or
email Stewart.Gibson@lendlease.com

